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PREFACE

1848+: THEORY, IDEOLOGY, AND
REVOLUTION

2. WORLD HISTORY
AND THE EONIC EFFECT

If we enquire into ‘what runs history’, into the possibility of any pattern, structure or law, we are
left to examine the rush of statistics and wonder if it is sufficient to account for the chronicles of
kings and commoners, the flowering of civilizations, and the evolution of religious forms. We are
entering the forbidden zone, large-scale historical patterns, and have to deal with a considerable
dialectic. Thus, the historian H. A. L. Fisher, in one of the most quoted statements of modern
historiography insists that there is no meaningful structure to be found in the randomness of
historical process:

Increased perspective in the rising tide of historical data forces us to consider the counterevidence to Fisher’s Lament. Undoubtedly the influence of Darwinism is at work in Fisher’s
despairing rejection of any ‘idea of a universal history’. The exclamations from the ‘iron cage’ of
scientism in the wake of the seeming triumph of universal causal science seem to conclude the
matter. But the triumph would seem premature, and the reign of Darwinian assumptions shortlived. History remains to be discovered. We live in a unique period of history, one in which the
record of archaeology has begun to speak. Foreshortened perspectives of the historical have
proven misleading.

Even as Fisher wrote, the record of civilization was crossing a minimum threshold of five
thousand years to show a pattern of the type Fisher could not find emerging in fixer. We find an
answer to the issue of historical rhythm, answers, but what was the question? Confusion over
the nature of historiography and historical theory makes the idea of a science of history or
interpretation in terms of ‘historical laws’ uncertain.
Fisher’s lament, with a tragic flourish, was perhaps a pessimistic or proto-postmodernist
reaction to the horrors of the First World War, and the shock this created in the hopes of so
many in automatic progress. His evocative statement was made in the wake of nineteenth
century ideas of unlimited progress, and earlier ideas of universal history and is an indirect
expression of the view that there is no discoverable historical pattern or direction. Beside it lie
the many attempts to challenge the great philosophies of history that arose in the
Enlightenment passing into the phase of German Idealism, then followed by efforts to approach
its study scientifically, or the reaction to philosophies of history in the various forms of
historicism, beginning with Herder. The current postmodern critique, the ‘incredulity’ toward
metanarratives, joins the list of the skeptical judgments.
Fisher’s lament bundles together four, or more, quite separate concepts, that of rhythm, plot,
pattern, and predetermination that do not necessarily stand or fall together. That historical
patterned emergence can also be a series of chaotic ‘emergencies’, such as the French
Revolution, is still another crisscross of meaning. A rhythm need have no plot, and a dramatic
improvisation might show little or no predetermination, and yet operate under the constraint of
a conditioned future.
The hold of Fisher’s lament on many quotation-mongers and historical handwringers, as the
magic sword to slay the dragon of macrohistory, is also a testimony to the difficulties of the
project of Universal History, and its cousin, the attempt to find laws of history. Although the
trend of current historical thinking, in the afterglow of the ‘positive challenges’ of positivism, is
against the perception of meaningful historical structure, the plain fact is that the rise of the
philosophy of history is a foundational moment for secularism and the understanding of
modernity. If anything the rise Darwinian scientism is regressive.
As we discover the data of the Axial Age we begin to see that the kind of pattern in question is
actually quite visible to the naked eye in proximate antiquity (the period from the first
millennium BCE). We can match Fisher’s lament with a challenge from the philosopher Kant to
find such a pattern of history. An additional clue to the whole question lies in a simple question
and a paradox that it creates: Is there a science of history? This forces the simplest dilemma: if
there is such a science, there can be no freedom. We might seek the resolution by asking if
there is some ‘causality’ of freedom that should accompany its appearance. If so we must find
some evidence of its evolution. The study of history theoretically has proven intractable but
world history must somewhere show at least some hint of resolving this field of contradictions.
In fact, as we examine world history once again with this in mind, we suddenly discover that
theoretical derivation matches the empirical record. This question was the object of Karl
Popper’s strictures on what he called ‘historicism’, and Isaiah Berlin’s discourse on ‘historical
inevitability’. But the original version of this thinking appears in the philosopher Kant, who
proposes it as the gateway to the philosophy of history.

One of the deepest currents of modern thought, beside the rise of theories of evolution, lies in
the heritage of the philosophy of history, whose existence is justified by default in the failure to
find a ‘science of history’. No use complaining that science has replaced philosophy or that
Darwin explains everything. Our simple model with its discoverable mainline stages a
lightweight transition through this terrain. Strictly speaking our model based on a stream and
sequence contrast, but then in this chapter has annexed the ideas of ‘causality and freedom’ as
an adjunct, which requires explanation in the imperfect match. It is also empirical and can’t be
used for complex secondary deductions, but we can manage a few hunches with our historical
black box, and the embedded freedom sequence tweaks the issues very directly.
We have found a solution to the paradox of causal determinism and the emergence of freedom
in history: we see a macro oscillator shifting gears in its dialectic of ‘degrees of freedom’.
Beautiful. Our analysis blends in with a classic theme of the philosophy of history seen in the
Dialectic of the Critique of Pure Reason, with its discussion of the various antinomies of reason,
the so-called Third Antinomy being the key to our historical logic.
As we move to examine theories of evolution we find the philosophy of history’s seemingly
outdated, almost archaic, charm resurfacing as a renewed challenge, and an obstacle to their
completion. If a theory of evolution moves to enlarge its domain to include the whole, then it is
forced to reckon with the self-reference of the thinker pondering his own evolution. No other
grounds are required for the persistence of this mode. The idea of evolution is a feckless giant,
and we should propose, in a gesture more than humor, a comeback of philosophical history, a
nimble rascal, to leap and ride piggyback, wishing to direct traffic, to the consternation of
proponents of post-philosophical science. Indeed, we should notice at once that the philosophy
of history is itself a part of our universal evolution, as is the idea of evolution, that is, the
evolution of the idea of evolution.
Displaced in the rise of the positive sciences by the idea of evolution, the philosophy of history
becomes one of its first passengers. For the philosophy of history is the history of philosophy,
and this shows the signature of its own (eonic) evolution. We can offer no real differentiation,
then, of the two subjects, or any decisive means of marking the transition between boundaries
of rival disciplines. If Darwinism is free of metaphysics, then let it be science. But we have seen
that it fails three times, in the classic antinomies given from Kantian Dialectic.
The philosophy of history is born, reborn, at the dawn of modernity as a fellow traveler,
becoming visible as early as the sixteenth century and finds its classic realization in the writings
of the philosopher Immanuel Kant, in his essay Idea For A Universal History from a Cosmopolitan
Point of View:

This hope is confirmed by the pattern we can exhibit, and we can derive the result from this
paragraph. The inherent contradiction in this paragraph does indeed generate its own historical
dynamic.

And the eonic effect answers at once to the question asked. Kant’s essay is constructed around
a classic ambiguity on the one hand it seems to propose a solution to his own question and at
the same time throw the question into the future, for an historian with greater perspective to
discover an aim of nature in the chaos of historical happenstance. This is strangely apt:
archaeology has begun to provide answers here in the wake of his query.

Beside this projection into the future of this wish to discover ‘nature’s secret plan’, Kant also
relates the issue to the idea of progress toward a ‘perfect civil constitution’. Kant’s essay seems
almost perfectly tuned to our study, without realizing it, for our discovery of ‘historical
evolution’, as we will see, throws light directly on both of these issues, exhibiting the reality of
‘nature’s secret plan’ behind the emergence of civilization and more specifically the
directionality in the development of civil government. As we proceed we will see the remarkable
way that the eonic sequence demonstrates a law of progress, and of the concealed teleology
behind the evolution of culture in world history. And the particular pattern of political
development inside this progression will exhibit the way in which emergent democracy is bound
up in the eonic effect itself.

As we examine world history the data emerges clearly to resolve Kant’s Challenge in unexpected
fashion. We have the framework to proceed with an outline of history as the ‘evolution of
freedom’, starting in the next chapter. The great irony here is that we will see Kant caught up
most beguilingly in the very turning point that constitutes one aspect of his problem’s solution.
The answer needs just a bit more time and perspective. It is a beautiful prophecy and proof of
the power of his system of critiques.
Within two centuries the necessary data is emerging for the first time to resolve Kant’s
Challenge in unexpected fashion. We can easily resolve the question of directionality, but not
fully that of teleology. Directionality, seen in the evidence of past times, expresses the
phenomenal representation of some inferred teleological process, whose outcome, or telos,
however, is beyond observation and in any case a timeless unknown with its foot in the future.
Of this we can know nothing as our eonic system is seen, looking backwards, to have proceeded
toward the present in the recursive approximations we see in the eonic sequence. And we

isolated one theme of that progression as an ‘evolution of freedom’, as an empirical study,
without committing ourselves to any generalization beyond our present. Our approach is
indirect, and the reason is the danger of premature teleological metaphysics, which ends in
limbo if we give it an answer without an ending, which requires some statement about the
future and/or the eonic sequence. But that very caution is implied by Kant’s essay.
The pattern of the eonic effect is not a philosophic solution to a problem, but an archaeological
finding, partial in the sense that a shard of some lost whole is discovered empirically. Our
pattern for all intents and purposes answers the quest initiated by Kant, seen in the subtle
wording of his remarkable formulation, itself correlated with the pattern, that we should attend
to the play of freedom of the human will in the large, to discern a regular movement in it.

2.2.4 Discovery of the Axial Age

2.2.5 The Rise of the Modern: A Second Axial Age?
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APPENDIX 1: A NEW MODEL OF HISTORY

History and Evolution
The rise of science has seen the extension of its methods and perspectives into all fields of
human knowledge, and yet it is significant that no science of history has ever been successfully
created. In part this is due to its complexity, and more fundamentally due to the failure of the
assumptions of universal reductionism. The reasons for the confrontation with this limit are not
mysterious and were clearly outlined by the philosopher Kant, whose system of critiques
sounded a master chord in the discourse on causality and freedom. In a nutshell, the science of
history must confront the reality and significance of the idea of freedom. But if we adopt the
perspective of freedom can we create a science at all? This issue is the object of multiple
insights by a host of students of history and theory, among them Isaiah Berlin with his critique
of the idea of historical inevitability, and Karl Popper with his attack on what he called
‘historicism’, a term with a long history, but one to which he gave an idiosyncratic, but useful,
definition, putting it in close concordance with the issue of historical inevitability.
As we discover the eonic effect, we enter at once into this terrain, and a remarkable paradox
arises. We find the secret to the long lost science of history, at least on one level, and even as
we do that we are forced, quite correctly, to confront the issue of freedom. That is, we find in
practice the need
73

to apply the theme of causality, and at one and the same time this demands reckoning with the
idea of freedom. This approach has a sense of rightness to it, if we can see the way to handle
what seems like a stark contradiction. In fact, we undergo a sense of recognition: we realize
that this perspective is something that we deal with every day, it is part of our tacit repertory of
concepts that we subliminally invoke in the most common situations, from driving in traffic, to
playing in games, to participating in organizational structures, to using a computer mouse. We
confront situations where a given causal structure is confronted by a ‘system’ of agents who
have, if not free will (a very metaphysical concept), then a set of options and the ability to select
from those options. This hybrid situation of causal mechanics and free activity is the simplest,
and once seen, obvious, solution to the outstanding paradox of historical determinism
misapplied. The eonic effect yields to this kind of analysis: there is a factor of macro dynamics
and micro free action.

More, the eonic effect suggests how to apply the idea of a science of history by directly looking
at the idea of the ‘causality of freedom’, an idea whose instantaneous short-circuit leads us to
its resolution in the empirical facts of the eonic effect, and a judicious look at the work of Kant.
And to the need for a new type of model to deal with this fascinating paradox, one that stands
between the demands of science, which it fulfills, and the philosophy of history. The eonic
effect, in fact, shows in plain sight the properties of particular type of model, one operating at a
high degree of abstraction, yet very simple in its basic dynamics. This model, what we call the
‘eonic model’, is a kind ‘system by default’, and allows us apply simultaneously a consideration
of causality and freedom. The facts speak for themselves, and all we have to do is construct a
matrix of periodization that will garland the data we associate with the dynamics of the eonic
effect.
There is thus something utterly simple and practical about the eonic model, despite its outward
indications of something much deeper. We can approach this mystery in stages even as we
become immersed in the fascinating details of the eonic phenomenon. In many ways the eonic
model is, remarkably, and at first almost outlandishly, a way to deal with what we perceive as a
cyclical phenomenon. In fact, the model will rescue us from the confusions of such thinking,
which has a long history, and a record of thorough confusion. At first, the eonic effect can seem
a very strange way to approach the issue of history, but with a little experience we can see that
resolves our perplexities
as to the question of history even as it enters finally into the difficult and mysterious domain of
what we should call ‘Big History’, or ‘macro-history’.
The question of the eonic effect highlights the crisis of theory that haunts the outcome of
scientism in the emergence of modern science, and demands that we understand theories as
embedded historical phenomena themselves, whose non-linear effects on historical outcomes
itself requires study and analysis. This issue was in fact an emerging concern in Karl Popper’s
treatment of historicism, where he pointed to what he called the Oedipus paradox, where
predictions about the future themselves can alter that future. Given this the status of a theory
of history, or evolution, might be challenged on the grounds of its pseudo-objectivity. One task
of the eonic model, therefore, is an effort to produce a new kind of theory that can handle this
self-interaction of theory, theorist and historical agents.
As we proceed it will slowly dawn on us that our historical analysis is impinging on the question
of evolution itself, and we can braid our discussion together with a new perspective on the
meaning of evolution.

1. History and Evolution

1.1 Beyond Natural Selection
The Darwin debate is misleading in the sense that two issues are constantly scrambled
together: the fact of evolution in deep time, which is well-established, and the claims for the
mechanism of natural selection, which are less clear, and the source of much of the contention.

There is a frequent distinction between microevolution and a purported ‘macroevolution’, with
Darwinists generally claiming that the latter can be accounted for by a universal generalization
using natural selection. Whatever the case about earlier evolution in deep time, the theory of
natural selection tends to sow tares in the perception and understanding of history, producing
the classic fallacies of Social Darwinism. And yet students of history experience a difficulty in
extricating its study from such fallacies, for the simple reason that natural selection is taken as
the sole and universal mechanism of evolution. This point is sometimes denied by biologists,
but without a genuine demonstration of some other form of evolutionary mechanism, possibly
some form of macroevolution, the thesis of selectionism becomes a tacit assumption that
overrides all other perceptions.
One aspect of this is what we can call the Oedipus paradox. This phrase arises from the work of
Karl Popper who cited the ancient myth of Oedipus, and the way his expectations about the
future became the object of his action in the present, thus precipitating his tragic outcome. In
general, the assumptions about natural selection, seen as a process that occurred in the past,
generate a sense of its operation as a universal law, one that will therefore apply to the future.
This expectation in turn becomes the basis for a strategy of action, e.g. survival of the fittest
routines, and induced competition as an expression of this ‘law’. But a fallacy has entered here.
Natural selection is supposed to be a blind process operating on unconscious organisms over
immense periods of time. To say that a conscious agent can or should apply this as a procedure
of action in his present or future because it so happened in the past is simply not a valid
deduction from the facts of the case. T. H. Huxley noted the oddity of this situation, and also
noted that in practice we tend to contradict the premise of natural selection in our present, for
ethical or other reasons. Some other source of action has entered the picture, and we are not
agents of natural selection. Something has entered our thinking, a theory, that distorts our
sense of how we should conduct historical outcomes. Thus the confusion of Social Darwinist
misapplication of theory. We should note in addition that we have stumbled indirectly on one
of the possible candidates for ‘some other process of evolution’ just here: our cultural context
has emerged to be something other than the play of natural selection. If we trace this cultural
history we should sooner or later detect the suspected macroevolutionary processes, we sense
as the missing clue to the inadequacies of selectionist theories.

1.2 Non-random Evolution: The Eonic Effect
One of basic claims of the proponents of natural selection lies in the reality of random
evolution. The biologist Richard Dawkins has attempted to deny this fact, by claiming that
natural selection is somehow a nonrandom process. But this has changed the context of the
discussion and nothing he has claimed really changes the issue: that there is no long-range,
directional, or independent macroevolutionary process that can redirect evolutionary
outcomes, which, in fact, occur at random. Selectionist theories have always been about
random evolution. Thus the question arises: what do we mean by non-random evolution, and
how can we detect it if it exists?

The surprising answer comes from the discovery and perception of the eonic effect. At first we
simply examine this as a non-random pattern in world history, leaving aside its connection, if
any, to evolution in general. One of the problems with Darwinian theory lies in the difficulty of
observing evolution, hence natural selection, at close range. We are lucky indeed if we can
zoom in on continuous records shorter than ten thousand years. What if the crucial issues of
the suspected macroevolution occur at high speed inside such short intervals? We would miss
them completely. Do we have any data at such close range? Actually, the only such data lies in
the record of world history, which provides a rough, almost adequate, ten-thousand-year
interval since the Neolithic, and a better record at five thousand years since the invention of
writing.
If we systematically examine this record, using various experiments in periodization, we
discover to our surprise that this immense data set simply doesn’t conform to our assumptions
about randomness. It shows distinct clustering in the form of advancing zones of action, and
this once detected, causes us to suddenly perceive a larger gestalt, whatever it means, in the
form of a set of transition-like intervals that show very rapid emergentist phenomena.
Perhaps the clearest example is the data of the so-called Axial Age. Within the space of a few
centuries an immense change in cultures occurs synchronously in multiple separate locations
across the length of the Eurasian landmass. This symphony of sudden effects shows us there is a
‘macro something’ that can operate on a whole stream of culture, and not only this, but
simultaneously in many difficult locations at once. This mindboggling possibility lies directly in
our ‘recent’ past, and shows us that our standard of ten thousand years even is far too coarsegrained: our ‘macro’ factor requires centuries level observations!
The so-called ‘eonic effect’ is a name we give to this pattern of effects: there are several ways
to see it. We can generalize from the example of the Axial Age, since its uniqueness seems
unlikely. Or we can (could have) simply examine (examined) world history form deviations from
the norm of randomness. Once we suspect what’s afoot, we close in rapidly on the result: a
distinct from of alternating sequencing (a better phrase than the contentious ‘cyclical’
terminology), almost like a feedback device, but timed to switch on at regular intervals. The
whole five-thousand-year period since the invention of writing sudden stands out as a coherent
whole, with a directed mainline, a clear non-random pattern, and a whopper at that.
But what is the connection to ‘evolution’?

1.3 A Glimpse of Evolution
As we proceed to examine the eonic effect we begin to get a reality check about what we mean
by ‘evolution’. The eonic effect represents ‘evolution of some kind’ by default, and almost by
definition: any process of ‘rolling out in time’ that shows systematic properties is ‘evolution’.
We don’t need to use this term to describe our findings, which also have an equally good

description as a ‘universal history’ or some kind of long-sought, but suddenly discovered, factor
of Big History, or ‘macrohistory’. It is useful to study the phenomenon as is, on its own terms.
But finally the implications begin to dawn on us: we are being given a glimpse of ‘evolution’ in
action, albeit one that seems at first focused on purely cultural factors. The problem is that the
effects are so vast and comprehensive that we begin to suspect that whatever the case with
purely genetic evolution, here we have something that operates beyond the reductionist level.
And we can’t avoid this conclusion save by playing ostrich to the results obtained by nothing
more than systematic periodization.
This reality check induces a sense that we might have discovered something that ought to apply
to earlier stages of human evolution at least. We can’t be making statements about a strange
new discovery of ‘macrohistory’ and then simply go back to our previous Darwinian
assumptions about earlier man. If this is the way civilizations ‘evolve’, then... We suspect that
the descent is likely to all of a piece, and that evolving civilizations, and evolving proto-cultures,
will share a common evolutionary matrix.
We have, unexpectedly, stumbled on the ‘how’ of some kind of ‘macrohistory’ now a candidate
for ‘macroevolution’.
We have had a glimpse of evolution, in fact.

1.4 Descent of Man Revisited
Our perception of the eonic effect suddenly shows us a stark contradiction between the way
we understand world history and the way we take the earlier evolution of man, from a
Darwinian perspective. But in fact we begin to suspect that our historical understanding is the
right one, and that our observations of world history must call for a reexamination of the usual
scenarios of earlier human evolution. What’s more the claims for Darwinian processes to
explain that evolution have never been properly documented, while our perspective has a
unique, hence overriding, data set, one that sets a higher standard. Hence our sense of the
usual account of the descent of humans collapses due to an unnerving suspicion that we have
missed the main event, so to speak.
Further, we encounter just this kind of dilemma, and attendant debate, in the scientific
literature itself, with its ambiguous statements about the so-called ‘Great Explosion’, the
sudden crossing of a threshold toward ‘modern man’. These accounts, never quite satisfactory,
nonetheless induce a sense of recognition: we may be missing precisely the kind of high-speed
‘evolution’ at the level of centuries, or something related, in the earlier stages of human
evolution. We won’t make any definite claims in that regard, save that the stock of the
Darwinian account starts to plummet, because we have a new and different insight in the ‘how’
of evolution, as a macroevolutionary process clearly detectable in history itself.
But what is the relationship of history and evolution? Haven’t we confused two things?

1.5 History and Evolution
The relationship of history and evolution seems to be a problem; how can we make statements
about evolution in the context of world history. Actually the answer to that is simple: we have
defined it that way. And that definition is not arbitrary. The question remains, what does this
have to with earlier ‘evolution’? The answer is that, while we can’t be sure, we suspect that
something like the ‘evolution’ we see in the eonic effect was also present in the earlier period.
But, whatever the case, our perception of a new form of evolution puts a block in the way of
applying Darwinian evolution to history.
One way to see the issue is to ask a question: when did evolution stop and history begin? We
can see the paradox involved in this question. Obviously it couldn’t have occurred
instantaneously. There must have been something kind of intermediate condition of transition
between the two. But wait, that is the evolution itself that we have seen in the eonic effect, a
series of transitions making up a transition. Transition to what? There are a number of answers
to that suggested by the eonic effect: one answer is that we see increasing degrees of freedom
in human action. We are moving from passive organisms to active individuals, relatively
autonomously, and free from the evolution that characterized their beginnings. But what we
have discovered is that that evolutionary process still accompanies man at the stage of
civilization itself. There we see a series of transitions whose effect is to increase human
potentiality in the context of civilization.
So we can recalibrate our definitions of history and evolution so that they fit together:
evolution is a macro process, history a micro process, associated with increasing degrees of
freedom. With this approach we can bring a two level analysis to world history, evolution and
history, the one emerging from the other, both applying at once, each showing a different
aspect of one process, the emergence of man. The advantage of this approach is that we can
develop a new kind of theory, one that won’t suffer the flaws we saw in the Darwinian
confusions of Social Darwinism.
It helps to look at the Axial Age (and then the full eonic effect) in this light: we see the braiding
of macro and micro directly in that phenomenon. Men were proceeding about their business of
history, their free action doing that, but a sudden macro factor enters into that equation and
transforms the context of their free action. There is a braided macro and micro process,
connecting a larger process of evolution in our sense to the historical component of proceeding
on its own level.
Perhaps we can get a sense of the reason the Old Testament confuses us now in a secular age: it
is a classic document describing just this: it is the (mythological) account, micro, of an historical
people passing through the Axial Age, inside the eonic effect (macro)!

2. An Eonic Model

2.1 A Science of History?
We have the gist of the eonic model at hand, and can quickly map out some basic terminology,
and a few further areas of study, adjourning to the text of World History and The Eonic Effect
itself. We can return to our question of a science of history in light of what we have discovered,
and the beginnings of the model we have set up. We are a long way from a complete science of
history, but we have discovered where least expected what must almost by definition be taken
as the main construct in any such question of a science of history. The reason is that our gesture
has applied, at least in principle, the concept of causality to world history as a system, and the
result was to see the question resolved in the eonic effect, as an ‘eonic sequence’ of transitions,
the Axial Age between one such. This is a loose kind of macro factor, one that is braided with
the cultural streams of freely created historical situations. These situations are driven by a
mainline of driving macro evolution that is intermittent in its action, leaving the form of the
realization very often to the field of free activity.
Thus instead of deterministic explanation we have something more complex and far more
interesting: a system braided with the free activity of those inside that system, and this ‘science’
has suddenly turned into an ‘evolution of freedom’.

2.2 Macro/Micro
Let us reiterate that we have discovered a candidate for the elusive ‘macroevolution’ that is
always suspected, but never found, in the study of evolution via Darwinian perspectives. We are
strictly speaking talking about the evolution of man, but it would not be hard to apply this basic
reasoning to all stages of evolution, save that we simply don’t have the data required that is
visible in the closely tracked version seen in the eonic effect. Looking at the confusions over the
Cambrian, for example, we can easily see in principle at least why so much ambiguity is being
generated by the Darwinian perspective. We can hazard a guess that the characteristic two
levels are being missed, as the whole sequence is collapsed into one form of explanation,
natural selection. Clearly some unknown macro process is braided with the selectionist process.
But more we cannot say, and it is not our subject. It could not be anything like what we see
later in human evolution, save for the overall rubric of macro and micro processes operating on
different levels.
In history it is a surprise indeed to find this double action, and yet the facts speak for
themselves. It is important to develop a method to properly use this insight, since we can’t
directly invoke a macro explanation for anything pertaining to our present or future. We see
this macro factor in the past, more we do not know. We can arrive at no real understanding of
the Axial Age, for example, without this kind of two level analysis, but it does not follow that we
can expect to produce such a macro factor in our microaction, that is in our ordinary history.
This welcome complication to standard theories completely transforms our way of
understanding both history and (human) evolution, and gives us a way to bring the discourse of
evolution into historical analysis without its interfering with the basic necessity of chronicle the
saga of human freedom.

The intersection of the two processes is visible in the Axial Age: we see that the direct flowering
of human self-consciousness and creativity is the medium of evolution, while its realization in
time is what we call history. The elegant interaction of the two produces the innovations that
we see and which form a settled part of our traditions. But as ‘evolve’ in this context, we must
learn to see the limits of previous realizations. Thus we must graduate to a higher
understanding of, for example, the Old Testament, to see that while its realization in history
suffers from elements that have declined into mythology its basic framework, beyond the text,
is something far larger, the context of the evolutionary process we see in the ‘eonic effect’.

2.3 Historical Directionality
Our model enters a completely new terrain, for we have discovered something always
suspected, but always rejected, a teleological factor in human evolution. What’s more we can
see the ingenious way in which this factor can coexist with its opposite, the undoubted reason
for the chronic confusions of the question. But we should be clear that we have discovered only
historical, or rather, evolutionary directionality, not teleology. We are still immersed in the
process we are describing, and can make no statements, as yet, about its future end point,
hence we can’t confirm the teleological factor in detail. But his should not prevent us from
seeing a definite macro factor generating historical direction, this whether or not the factor of
free action truly realizes its potential. This new type of system is a vivid, yet still unfamiliar, kind
of system, however, whose properties don’t match typically metaphysical discussions of
teleology, which are usually misleading, if not incorrect. We see a nudging-forward system, not
unlike (at least in broad principle) a feedback device, that interrupts a continuous stream to
reset direction.

2.4 Eonic Evolution
We can pause briefly to specify a terminology for our ‘evolution of some kind’ seen in the eonic
effect, to prevent confusion with other usages. We will call the action of the macro factor seen
in the eonic effect ‘eonic evolution’, or the ‘eonic evolution of civilization’, with an associated
‘evolution of freedom’ emerging from that matrix (note that we have two processes now, the
macroevolution of the eonic series, and the microevolution of human realization. The latter we
have labeled ‘history’.

2.5 Kant’s Challenge
One elegant and useful property of our model is the way it connects to the classic issues of the
philosophy of history, particularly as seen in the reflections of the philosopher Kant. We can link
this account here with the parallel series Kant and The Philosophy of History, and especially the
section on Kant’s Challenge,
We can see that our considerations of causality and freedom provide a solution to the implicit
question in Kant’s essay on history. And we can switch between modes in our model, between
the evolutionary, and the historical.

3. Ends and Beginnings

3.1 Transition and Divide
Our eonic model is of a particular type, what we can call a discrete/continuous model,
that is, a series of discrete transitions in the middle of a continuous history. This approach
resolves the discontinuity between evolution and history as a series of such transitions, visible
as finite intervals as seen in the Axial Age. And these transitions, being short acting, are
characterized by a kind of ‘divide’ point at their conclusion: we can see very clearly that the Axial
period suddenly wanes and is over, even as a series of realization processes come into being
carrying out the implications of the new evolutionary productions. Easier to see in the past,
these simple properties of the eonic sequence suddenly become visible by inspection as we
examine the third and so far last in our series of transitions, the rise of the modern period. We
must therefore keep in mind that our sense of modernity must distinguish the modern
transition from the realization period that ensues in its wake. This property of our model finds
an unexpected confirmation in the data of modern history, and we can see the characteristic
termination of the transition, its divide, in the period after the Enlightenment, one of the most
innovative periods in world history, and one that sets the tone for the still young period of
realization that followed.
The point for us is to see that we have at hand a very close look, in the early modern, at the way
in which a transition ‘works’, so to speak, but it is important to see that we are in fact outside
the last of the transitions in our series. Thus our status as observers puts us beyond the eonic
effect. This, in many ways, is inevitable: we couldn’t observe the process if we were still inside
it. And yet we inherit the manifold of emergent innovations that characterize our modern,
rapidly globalizing, culture. This effect is very simply described with the concepts our model
provides: the evolutionary process comes to stop and the historical process takes the helm: the
macro factor subsides and the micro process, our free realizations of the eonic sequence, take
effect. This offers us a new and beautifully elegant way to describe modern history, one that
accounts for many of its puzzling characteristics, and missteps.

3.2 Modern/Postmodern
In passing let us clarity the confusion over postmodernism that tends to haunt current efforts to
defend modernity. The postmodern phase of modern thought is a confusing one, but it does
accurately reflect the sudden sense of many that there is a change in the character of
modernity. Actually, there is no such change in the basic elements, but as we have seen there is
a difference between the elements generating modernity in the eonic sequence, and modern
transition, and the nature of the realization that occurs in its wake. The students of
postmodernism are perhaps detecting merely that the modern transition has long since been
over, and that the realization of its potential may be open so some criticism. No problem with
that, but our point is merely that there is no ‘postmodern’ period, as such, only a possible
change of qualitative realization. Our model brings home the fact that our evolutionary process

doesn’t control its short term future, and lapses into inaction beyond the series of transitions it
generates.

3.3 Discrete Freedom Sequence
One of the advantages of a model is the way it can organize our data into a coherent whole,
and the result might be the discovery of unexpected properties in the system being modeled.
That is certainly the case with the eonic model, which uncovers a strange result concerning the
emergence of democracy in world history: we see the double emergence of democracy timed
exactly with the eonic sequence. This remarkable aspect of the eonic sequence tells us
something important about what we have called the ‘evolution of freedom’. This is not some
abstraction but a process directly matched by the outcomes of the successive transitions. And
it suggests a macro component to the emergence of particular political systems, in this case
democratic experiments. The full significance of this is explored in the series on the philosophy
of history. But let us note that we have suddenly produced an enriched means of analysis for
the study of modern democracy: a macro aspect and the micro aspect of its realization. We
should recall the difficulties that beset Greek democracy and the brevity of its appearance.
Our eonic evolution must be telling us something: a jumpstart process seems to lurk behind the
temporal realizations as history that we take for granted and which we have thought the results
of merely contingent circumstance.
We ought to be mindful of the sudden deviations that might occur in the wake of the eonic
sequence and, armed with the perception of the eonic effect, move to preserve the action of
the macro sequence in our micro response!!

3.4 Theory and Ideology
We can the dangers of evolutionary theories! A theory is an emergent process in history like any
other historical process. And the question arises as to its lineage in the eonic sequence, and as
to its objectivity if it is taken to apply as a universal generalization applicable to history. We now
see the confusing danger in Darwinian theory (which arises as an oversimplification of the
original insights of evolution that appear in the modern transition). We can see that ‘evolution’
in our sense, eonic evolution, is a highly complex function of all the factors of culture, a
comprehensive spectrum, and is closely adapted to the facts of human history, including its
ethical action inside that history. To sudden inject the Darwinian thesis of natural selection into
the mix is highly misleading and produces wrong action from the word go. History doesn’t work
that way and it is a misapplication of theory to inflict the pretense of natural selection on such a
complex system. We can see that major evolutionary advances proceed by a different process
altogether!
It is significant that Lamarck, the real founder of evolutionary theory, saw fit to posit two levels
to evolution. However inchoate his result, it corresponds correctly to the real needs of a true
theory of evolution. Let us not that he was one of the first fruits of the modern transition-divide

and preceded the instant confusion created by Darwin’s degenerate form of that theory. One
factor in that confusion was Darwin’s unconscious confusion between Adam Smith and the
population theory of Malthus. These are important theories in their own right, but they don’t
constitute a basis for explaining the issue of evolution in the large. The ideological component
in the misapplication of these theories to evolution should suddenly be obvious.

3.5 Last and First Men
Let us conclude with the observation that in our framework we have brought ‘evolution’ into
our present, but in a carefully guarded form, in which our free activity as historical agents is
moving to replace the factor of evolution. That was actually always the case. But the point is
that the ‘first man’ and the ‘last man’ (to invoke a new usage of a Nietzschean term) are now
somewhat ambiguous. The first man, as the creature emerging as ‘homo sapiens’ is in reality,
perhaps, a creature in transition, and his present and future evolution, emerging into history,
may or may not be completed, leaving us both with a sense of our community with earliest
men, and mindful of the future evolution, and our own self-evolution into history that awaits us
a task as yet incomplete.
Conclusion
We have discovered a remarkable fact: work history shows a non-random pattern in the
emergence of civilization, and this pattern falls naturally into an interpretation as a special kind
of dynamic model. This model is basically a very simple schema of periodization, and yet gives
us a strong sense of the coherence of history and also harmonizes the relationship between
theory and practice. We can proceed in the next set of essays to explore the relation to the
philosophy of history and the clearest resolution of history as both an avenue to the science of
history and at the same time a demonstration of the meaning of evolution, the evolution of
freedom.
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